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“Play-based learning 
is an effective 
teaching strategy.”
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What do we know? 
n Play-based learning is:

 – any activity or game that builds children’s development  
 and academic skills

 – an effective teaching strategy

 – simple, fun and collaborative 

n Play-based learning can strengthen your child’s cognitive, social and 
emotional development. It helps make him ready for school  
by fostering academic learning.

n There are two categories of play-based learning: free play and  
guided play.

n Free play is voluntary, unstructured and initiated by your child. 
When your child engages in free play (e.g., pretend play), she learns 
to develop self-regulation. Your child also learns to plan ahead, solve 
problems, cope with negative emotions, and control her behaviour. 

n Guided play has specific learning goals. It is led by both your child 
and an adult: some activities are teacher-directed (e.g., planned 
games) while others are mutually directed. Guided play is more 
effective than free play in developing your child’s academic skills.  

n When you guide your child during playful activities or games, he 
is more likely to learn words and mathematic concepts, such as 
classification, enumeration, dimension and geometric shapes. 

n Play-based learning is an important complement to outdoor  
activities and digital play.

n Free play and guided play are equally important to your child’s 
development.  
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n Let your child lead the play. 

n Draw your child’s attention to different aspects of 
the environment for more opportunities to learn.  

n Play existing games with specific learning goals (e.g., 
Bingo, memory games, Tag, Spy).

n Encourage your child’s curiosity by asking him 
open-ended questions (e.g., “What do you think 
could happen to the little boy in the story?”). 

n Make sure your child has many opportunities to 
take part in outdoor activities, games and free play. 

n Encourage your child to use her imagination to 
transform objects (e.g., a banana for a telephone).

n Limit the amount of time your child plays digital 
games. A good guideline is to limit children aged  
2 to 5 years to less than 1 hour per day of  
“screen time”.

n Play digital games that have educational value. For 
example, games that focus on motor coordination, 
basic math skills, letter-number recognition and 
letter sound awareness (for more information, 
see the “Resources” section under the topic 
Technology in Early Childhood Education in the 
Encyclopedia). 

n Give your child a variety of toys, such as building 
blocks, clay, books, costumes, and arts and crafts. 

n Set the stage for play. For example, if your child 
likes to pretend to be a teacher, make sure he has 
access to the necessary materials.

... how much you are involved in your 
child’s play. 

... the type of play your child engages in.

... the environment in which your  
child plays. 

Paying attention to... What can be done?

http://www.child-encyclopedia.com/technology-early-childhood-education/resources
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experts’ articles on this topic in the Encyclopedia on Early Childhood Development, 
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